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Figure 1. People performing mid-air gestures to select items on interactive public displays. The system was installed at three locations: (L1) on a large
wall-projection in a coworking space, (L2) on a rear-projection screen in a students’ cafeteria, (L3) on an LCD at a venue’s opening event

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Most of today’s public displays only show predefined contents that passers-by are not able to change. We argue
that interactive public displays would benefit from immediately usable mid-air techniques for choosing options, expressing opinions or more generally selecting one among several
items. We propose a design space for hand-gesture based
mid-air selection techniques on interactive public displays,
along with four specific techniques that we evaluated at three
different locations in the the field. Our findings include: 1) if
no hint is provided, people successfully use Point+Dwell for
selecting items, 2) the user representation could be switched
from Mirror to Cursor after registration without causing confusion, 3) people tend to explore items before confirming one,
4) in a public context, people frequently interact inadvertently
(without looking at the screen). We conclude by providing
recommendations for designers of interactive public displays
to support immediate usability for mid-air selection.

The focus of public displays is transitioning from static
broadcast displays to interactive displays. In particular, this
enables displays to become multi-purpose [12] by enabling
users to choose between different content and applications,
thereby increasing their usefulness. However, multi-purpose
public displays also raise new challenges for interaction [12]:
How to enable users to switch between applications and
games, browse content or express their opinion (e.g. voting
[27])?
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Interactive public displays raise challenges for both the
choice of the input modality and the design of the interaction
technique. Traditional input devices like keyboards and mice
are typically not available in public spaces. Touch screens can
also be inappropriate due to hygienic reasons or because the
display is installed at locations that are not within the physical reach of passers-by [29]. Finally, remotely using an input
device for input (e.g. a smartphone) does not allow users to
interact instantly, as they have to fetch their phone and install/launch the corresponding app before.
Selection techniques for public displays have to fulfill certain
requirements that are very different from those on personal
computers or mobile phones. On personal devices, users usually perform thousands of selections, causing selection time
and error rate to be the most important factors. In contrast,
most users of public displays are expected to be first time
users [29], only performing relatively few consecutive selections. Thus, immediate usability becomes much more important than performance. Furthermore, users may give up if
they do not immediately succeed with the interaction [17].
In this paper we investigate how to support users to select
items on public displays using mid-air gestures. Mid-air gestures have several advantages for interactive public displays

[29]. They allow users to interact from a distance, may foster
discoverability and collaboration and are fun to perform [19,
26, 29]. However, it is not clear how to design immediately
usable mid-air selection techniques for public displays.
To guide this process, we present a design space with five
dimensions: Selection Gesture, Confirmation Gesture, Input
Space, Layout, and User Representation. The design space
aims at highlighting important design choices and helps designers to categorized existing techniques. We illustrate the
applicability of our design space by comparing mid-air selection techniques used in the context of distant displays.
As an application for mid-air selection on public displays we
implemented an interactive polling tool, that allows users to
make a vote on a given topic. We conducted a field study to
evaluate four selection techniques and investigate the impact
of user representation and input space on immediate usability.
We deployed the system at three different locations for a total
period of three weeks. We report on our findings of three
studies, which include:
• After a guided registration, no further instruction is required to allow people to successfully select and confirm
items using Point+Dwell. Some people tend to perform
other confirmation gestures than dwelling (push, grasp,
wave, etc).
• The user representation can be switched from Mirror to
Cursor after registration without confusing users.
• People explore the options before confirming one item. In
our studies, they selected 2.5 (out of 6) items in average
before confirmation.
• In a public setting, people may interact inadvertently with
the display, without even looking at it.
We believe that these findings, our design space, and the
proposed selection techniques are useful for researchers and
practitioners of public displays and digital signage. For researchers, our techniques provide a baseline for developing
novel selection techniques. The availability of immediately
usable mid-air selection techniques may support the investigation of more complex interactions with public displays.
Both users and practitioners can benefit from multi-purpose
public display applications.
RELATED WORK

We first discuss the challenges of interactive public displays,
highlighting different phases of interaction and then discuss
related work on techniques for choosing options with a focus
on mid-air techniques.
Interaction with Public Displays

Before users can interact with the system, they need to (1) notice the display, (2) understand that the system is interactive,
(3) understand how to interact, and finally (4) be motivated
to interact. The challenging aspect is that the system only
has a couple of seconds or minutes for communicating how
it works [29], otherwise users may just leave. Additionally, a
public display generally has only ”one shot”: Users may give

up if they do not immediately succeed with the interaction
[17].
Noticing Displays

Sometimes people do not even notice public displays. Huang
[9] has shown that most public displays receive very few
glances. Müller [20] finds that people often expect nothing
useful on public displays and speculates that therefore, they
may intentionally ignore them. These works, as well as [10,
11, 18] investigate some factors that attract attention for public displays, like installation height, motion, context, etc.
Communicating Interactivity

Once passers-by have noticed the display, they need to understand that it is interactive. For communicating interactivity,
techniques like call-to-action [14] have been proposed. The
Honeypot effect [5] is effective in demonstrating interactivity
when other users already interact with the system.
Understanding Initiation of Interaction

When users have understood that a display is interactive, they
need to understand how to initiate interaction, or more specifically how to register [30] a gesture. While this appears apparent for touch-screens [22] (touching the screen), it is less
obvious for mid-air gestures. In previous work [29] we have
investigated how to provide hints for mid-air gesture registration. We found that a descriptive textual hint, combined with
an icon representation of the gestures presented at the bottom
of the screen (space division) is most effective.
Understanding Interaction Techniques

After these steps, users need to understand how to interact
with the display, e.g., how to select an item. This question
has not yet been addressed for mid-air gestures in the context
of public displays. Therefore, we take inspiration from other
device classes, such as desktop computers and large displays.
Selecting Items

Items are often selected through menu bars, context menus,
toolbars, palettes, etc. In particular, menus received a lot
of attention in literature including empirical studies (e.g.
[21]), predictive models or various interaction techniques
(e.g. [15]). However, most of these works focus on dedicated
input devices (e.g. keyboard or mice) rather than mid-air gestures.
Several menus have been designed to exploit various input
or output modalities such as multi-touch [1, 16], pen interaction [25], mobile devices [31, 7], remote control [2] or virtual
reality [4]. In [8] a set of five pre-defined mid-air selection
gestures for large displays is evaluated in a laboratory study
regarding their intuitiveness and effectiveness, showing that
Dwelling is the most intuitive gesture for selection. In our
work we build on that finding and evaluate different designs
of selection techniques in a field study, focusing on one specific selection gesture (Point+Dwell).
Mid-air Gestures and Large Displays

While we are not aware of existing work on selecting items
using mid-air gestures on public displays, a few systems focusing on large displays have been proposed [8, 13, 24, 28,

3]. For instance, Bailly et al. [3] proposed a mid-air menu
technique for large displays. Users are able to select a command in a linear menus by extending a certain number of fingers towards the displays. However, these different menus are
not well suited for public displays because they are not compatible with immediate usability since they require explicit
teaching.

D1: Selection Gesture (Figure 2). During selection, users
may explore different options before confirming one. While
several hand gestures have been proposed, we focus our analysis on easily guessable gestures in favor of immediate usability.

DESIGN SPACE

We propose a design space of hand-gesture based mid-air
selection techniques for public displays. It aims at helping
designers and practitioners to design selection techniques by
describing and comparing their main features. This design
space has been derived from the analysis of differences and
similarities of existing mid-air selection techniques in NUI
frameworks, commercial products and related work.
We distinguish three phases for selecting items on a public
display using mid-air gestures (see Figure 9):
1. Registration: Users express their intention to make a selection by performing a specific action to display a list of
available items. This phase has been particularly investigated in StrikeAPose [29]. In this paper we distinguish
three different modalities of registration.
• Modeless: Selection is possible at any time. As soon
as a users steps in front of the screen, they are instantly
able to select an item. This registration technique is
useful when the selection itself is an essential element
of the system, as in [27].
• Quasimode: For the quasimode, or user-maintained
registration, a dedicated action (e.g. a posture) has
to be actively maintained by the user to allow for selection (similar to modifier keys on keyboards). This
technique has been proposed in [29].
• Modal: After registration, the application switches to
a special mode, that is only dedicated to the act of
selection. The list of options is displayed once a dedicated registration gesture has been performed until the
selection has been confirmed or explicitly canceled.
2. Selection: The display shows all the different selectable
items, and users can select and explore them.
3. Confirmation: Once users have decided on an item, they
confirm that selection in this phase. Only after this phase a
command is triggered to the system.
While several design spaces of selection techniques and
menus have been proposed in the literature (e.g. [23]), they
mainly focus on mouse or keyboard-based interaction. As
mentioned in the related work section, public displays is a
specific context requiring to revisit existing techniques to accommodate immediate usability [19, 29]. In this design space
we focus on mid-air hand gestures. We do not intend to cover
other body-based selection techniques (e.g. finger-based [2]
or position-based techniques [27]). Furthermore we only focus on selection and confirmation (phase 2. and 3. above).
In the following, we discuss the different dimension of our
design space.

Figure 2. Selection Gesture: 1) Point, 2) Swipe

1) Point: Cursor-based pointing: users move the representation of their hands over the desired item in order to change the
selection (similar to hovering with a mouse cursor on items
before clicking). Among the systems we analyzed (Table 1),
pointing is the most commonly applied selection technique.
2) Swipe: Users swipe with their hand in mid-air over a certain region on the screen in order to change the current selection. This can be compared to a scrolling mechanism.
D2: Confirmation Gesture (Figure 3). After users selected
the item, they confirm their selection, which marks their final decision. The following hand gestures may be used to
confirm selections.

Figure 3. Confirmation Gesture: 1) Dwell, 2) Swipe, 3) Push, 4) Pointing,
5) Grip, 6) Wave

1) Dwell: Users rest their hand over an item. This is one of
the most commonly used confirmation gestures. To define an
appropriate dwell time is challenging as it may be perceived
too short by novices and too long by expert users [6].
2) Swipe: Users swipe their hand in mid-air over an item in
order to confirm their selection. This technique may be combined with both Swiping (different direction) and Pointing for
selection (D1).
3) Push: Similar to Swipe, a quick movement along a dedicated axis is performed to confirm a selection. An additional DoF (depth) is used for that confirmation gesture,
which enables the technique to be combined with both OneDimensional and Two-Dimensional layouts (see D4).
4) Point: Users point in a second stage to a dedicated item
(similar to touching OK button on touch screens). This approach reduces the necessity for dwell times but could hamper immediate usability, as a second pointing stage is required.
5) Grip: Users perform a grip or grasp motion hovering over
the selected item in mid-air.
6) Wave: Users wave with their hand over the selected item.

Figure 4. Input Space: 1) In Front of User, 2) Around User

1) In Front of User: Users reach out their arm to the front in
order to select items, as they would typically do for pointing
gestures (D1).
2) Around User: Users may also reach out to their sides (left,
right and top) to reach for items that are available for selection. If a Silhouette or Avatar user representation (D5) is applied, using this input space reduces occlusion with the users’
representation and the selectable items.
D4: Layout - Different ways to layout items in the selection
are possible that mainly differ in dimensionality (Figure 5).
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D3: Input Space - As we focus on hand gestures, there are
mainly two ways to extend the arm in order to invoke a selection (Figure 4).
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Table 1. Categorization of techniques according to the design space (3:
technique is applied; 3: technique is applied secondarily)
Figure 5. Layout: 1) One-dimensional, 2) Two-dimensional

1) One-dimensional: Selections can only be changed in one
direction. Users move their hand along a straight or curved
axis to select items. While one-dimensional layouts typically require less constrained hand movements than twodimensional ones, the number of selectable items at a time
is smaller.
2) Two-dimensional: Users exploit two degrees of freedom
in hand movement to change selections, typically x and ydirection. Such a layout is used in the Kinect Hub menu system on the Microsoft Xbox 360.
D5: User Representation. Mid-air interaction techniques
mostly require some sort of visual feedback representing the
user (Figure 6). This dimension has already been investigated
for communicating the interactivity of a public display [19].

Figure 6. User Representation: 1) Cursor, 2) Avatar, 3) Mirror Image

1) Cursor: The user is reduced to a small pointer or cursor
on the screen that moves according to the users’ hands. This
kind of representation only requires a small amount of screen
space. It may not be immediately obvious to which of the
both hands the cursor is attached. Users have to trial-anderror for both hands and observe the feedback in order to determine the correct hand. Moreover, in a multi-user scenario,

which is common for public displays [19], it may be challenging for users to identify the cursor that belongs to themselves.
2) Avatar: The user is represented by a virtual avatar that
mimics their motions. Not only the hand movements are
mapped to the representation of the user, but also the movements of other joints. As a downside, significantly more
screen space is required for that representation. While this
technique does not help to notice interactivity [19] of the display, it may work well after the registration phase, when the
user is already aware that the display is interactive.
3) Mirror Image: The user is represented by a mirror image,
or sometimes only by a simplified version of it: a silhouette
on the screen. Unlike an Avatar, not just the movements but
also the shape or outline and the colors of the representation
correspond to the user. This representation provides the highest fidelity. It also works best for communicating the interactivity of a public display [19].
Table 1 categorizes a set of mainly commercial products and
systems according to the dimensions of this design space. The
(primarily) applied features of a system are checked (3) in
the table. Potential secondary techniques are marked with
light-gray check mark (3). For example Kinect Adventures
primarily uses a Cursor user representation, but also shows
an Avatar representation in the background (secondary).

1
2

Available for Microsoft XBox 360
Microsoft Kinect for Windows

As shown in Table 1, there is already a large variety of techniques among this exemplary set. A commonly used standard
or gestural language for mid-air selecting has not yet been
established. Also it is not yet clear, which of the techniques
support immediate usability best. For this reason we investigated the dimensions of this design space in a series of three
studies. In an initial pilot study, we focus on gestural input,
represented by the first two dimensions (Selection and Confirmation gesture).
PILOT STUDY

To better understand the mental model of users, we conducted
a preliminary study with 23 participants. The goal of this
study was to identify immediately usable actions for Selection Gesture (D1) and Confirmation Gesture (D2), based on
a Mirror Image representation (D5) and Around User as input space (D3). We presented participants a large real-time
silhouette representation of themselves, along with a minimalistic body-centric menu-like overview of selectable items
(Figure 7). We conducted the study as a Wizard of Oz experiment: after observing the registration gesture, the wizard
manually activated the menu showing the items.
Participants were asked to select the highlighted item and
confirm their selection, using what they think would be the
most ”intuitive” actions while no further hint was provided.
They were free to try multiple actions consecutively. The experimenter highlighted that there are no wrong or right actions, and asked the participants to think aloud and freely express their thoughts and considerations during the task. After
participants stated to have finished the task, the experimenter
proceeded with a semi-structured interview asking to describe
the actions they performed in detail.
To see if selecting items at different positions in the selection
would afford different gestures for selection and confirmation, we randomly changed the highlighted item after each
participant. We counted the frequencies of all observed gestures. We analyzed both first gestures and alternatives of actions that people investigate after performing the first gesture.

as a general behavior, only altering in hand postures. Considerable variations include pointing with 1) open hand, palm
facing towards screen (18 of 23), 2) palm turned away from
the screen (4 of 23). 3) only index finger extended (3 of 23),
Six unique hand postures while pointing were observed. No
effect of the item position on the performed selection gesture
was identified.
Confirmation Gesture: Confirming [8], we observed Dwell to
be the most frequently performed first action (15 of 23 participants) for confirming a selection. Still, there was a large
variety of observed gestures including Grip (4 of 23) in different variations: grip once and dwell, grip repetitively, Plucking
(grip and pull towards themselves). Plucking was also among
the most popular alternative actions that people performed after their first action (3 of 23). Furthermore, we observed people repetitively tilting their palm towards and away from the
screen (3 of 23). In total we noted 15 unique gestures for confirmation. We observed no effect of the item position on the
performed confirmation gesture.
We have learned, that most people would point and dwell to
select items if no hint is provided. For our design (Figure
7), different item positions did not afford different gestures.
Yet, it is not clear if other designs would trigger different user
behavior. We decided to implement Point+Dwell as selection
and confirmation gesture and investigate further dimensions
of the design space in a iterative design study.
ITERATIVE DESIGN STUDY

The goal of this user study was to investigate two dimensions
of the design space: input space (D3) and user representation
(D5). We are particularly interested in Mirror Image and Cursor user representations in the selection phase. We iteratively
improved two techniques that use two different user representations (D5) to improve immediate usability of both. For the
registration phase we use a technique proposed in StrikeAPose [29]: Users are represented by a virtual Mirror Image
on the screen, and an animated Text+Icon label describing
the registration gesture is shown (compare Figure 9 left). As
proposed [29] we use the Teapot gesture for registration: User
may use their left (right respectively) hand to touch their left
(right) hip. In the initial state of the study, the registration
was implemented as quasimode: As users release their hip,
the selectable items would disappear again.
Selection Techniques

Figure 7. Mirror Image user representation with five items attached.
Participants were asked to demonstrate how they would select and confirm the highlighted item.

Results

The following gestures and actions were used by the participants in order to select items and confirm their selections.
Selection Gesture: For a large majority of participants (22 of
23) we observed Point to be the most frequently performed
gesture for selection: Users moved their hand over the highlighted item to signal their choice (Figure 7.2). Even after trying different actions consecutively, people sticked to pointing

We used two selection techniques that were inspired by commercial systems as a starting point, and iteratively adjusted
them during the study to improve immediate usability.
Cursor-Front: This technique uses a Cursor user representation and an In Front of User input space. It was inspired by the
Kinect Hub menu system for Xbox 360 (Figure 8 left). While
the Kinect Hub version uses a Two-Dimensional layout, we
decided to use a One-Dimensional one to remain consistent
with the other technique. Additionally to the cursor, there is
a real-time PiP (picture-in-picture) Mirror Image representation of the user shown in the bottom right corner, with the
hands highlighted. For the registration phase, a Mirror Image

user representation is used, that is switched to Cursor for the
selection phase.
Mirror-Around: This technique uses a Mirror Image representation and an Around User input space. It was inspired by
the Your Shape menu system for Xbox 360 (Figure 8 right).
Since we also use a Mirror Image user representation in the
registration phase, the visualization does not change after registration.

Figure 8. The two iterative design study conditions in their initial states:
1) Cursor-Front, 3) Mirror-Around, and in-game screenshots of the two
corresponding systems that they were inspired by: 2) Kinect Hub, 4)
Your Shape.

Apparatus and Participants

The system was installed for four days in a passage in close
proximity to the main entrance of an university building. We
randomly invited passers-by in the entrance to participate in a
five-minute experiment. In total 51 passers-by participated
in the test. For the entire time of the interaction the system logged the raw depth video, a screen capture, a camera
recording and various user events to a text file. We noted user
comments during the test and conducted a semi-structured interview at the end of each test. The questions included 1) how
they selected the item, 2) what problems they encountered, 3)
what improvements they suggested, and 4) which technique
they preferred and why. Based on observations and user feedback, we adjusted the initial techniques on a daily basis.
Instructions and Task

We informed each participant, that the study is about interactive public displays and selecting items. As we focus
on immediate usability, no further specific information was
provided to resemble a field-situation. Each participant was
asked to initially select an arbitrary item (color) using one
of the two techniques (switched after each participant). After this first trial, we introduced the participants to the other
technique and asked them to select ten consecutive items with
each of the two techniques.
General Learnings

Modal Registration is less confusing: We observed problems with the quasimode registration, because it requires both
hands. Especially in the first trial participants unintentionally
released their hand from their hip while trying to select an
item with the other hand. Some users even tried to use the
same hand that they used for registration (e.g. touched their
hip with the right hand and tried to make the selection with

the right hand as well, consequently releasing their hip and
causing the menu to disappear). It appears to be too complex
for novice users to use both hands for two different sub-tasks
(one for registration and one for selection). For this reason we
introduced modal registration: after performing the registration gesture, the system switched to selection mode. The registration posture may be released for selecting. Using modal
registration also allows to use one hand only for both registration and selection. Switching from quasimode to modal registration appeared to introduce less confusion to participants,
especially in the first trial. As a downside, this step introduces
another dwell time for entering the selection mode.
Registration Gesture should be meaningful: During the interviews some participants mentioned that while they understood and performed the registration gesture (touching the hip
with one hand), they kept asking themselves for the reason:
”I was confused. Do I have to touch my hip for calibration?”,
”I didn’t know why it wanted me to touch my hip.”, ”Why
touching the hip?”, ”Why do I have to touch my hip before
the colors appear?”. It seems that people do not wonder about
the registration itself, but about the unusual gesture which is
generally not used for human communication. For this reason we decided to change the gesture to a more meaningful
one: raising the hand [27]. Though this gesture is less subtle, it’s more clear for users of the system and onlookers that
they raise their hand in order to communicate with the system.
This gesture is socially used to gain attention, so people may
wonder less why they have to do it to initialize the selection.
Cursor-Front - Learnings

Dual-Cursor makes selection easier: Participants reported
that they were confused about which hand they should use
for selection: ”You have to try which hand you can use!”. We
observed both behaviors: using the same hand that was used
for registration and using the opposite one. For this reason
we implemented two cursors to allow users to decide which
hand to use. They could either use their left hand to control
the left cursor (displaying a left hand), or their right hand to
control the right cursor (displaying a right hand). This change
appeared to reduce the confusion about what hand ought to be
used for selection.
Representation switch does not cause confusion: As mentioned earlier, for this technique the representation of the user
switches from Mirror Image to Cursor after the registration
(compare Figure 9.1 to 9.2). During the switch, the mapping
between hand position in space and pixel coordinates on the
screen was preserved: the cursor appeared at the exact same
position on the screen as the hand of the users’ mirror representation. Initial concerns that this could confuse users were
not confirmed. However, it is not yet clear if this could become a problem in a multi-user scenario.
PiP hint is ignored: After the first ten participants, we observed that seven of them did not notice the Picture-in-Picture
(PiP) hint showing a Mirror-Image representation of the user
at all (see Figure 8 left). Two participants noticed but ignored
it, and only one actually looked at it. One even reported that
he was distracted by it. We did not observe a change in user
behavior after removing the picture.

Mirror-Around - Learnings

Dual-Selection causes confusion: We observed the same confusion about what hand to be used as in the Cursor-Front
technique. Initially, the items appeared on the opposite side
than the one that was used for registration (Figure 8.3), suggesting to use the opposite hand. Still we observed that participants used the same hand that they used for registration
also for the selection (for example trying to use the right hand
to reach for items that are displayed at the left side of their
body). For this reason, as an analogy to the dual-cursor, we
decided to put two identical, mirrored sets of items to both
sides of the user. However this lead to even more confusion,
as people were not sure if it makes a difference if they select
items from the left or right side. To avoid constraining the
free choice of the user what hand to be used to select items,
we moved the items from the side to the top of the users’ representation (compare Figure 8.3 to 10.4). At this position the
selection can be reached with both hands equally well, allowing users to freely choose which hand they use for selection.
We have iteratively developed two selection techniques using different user representations (D5) and input spaces (D3)
that support immediate usability on public displays. We have
learned that 1) quasimode registration causes confusion, 2)
the registration gesture should be meaningful to users in the
given context, 3) users should be able to freely choose which
hand to use, 4) a switch of the user representation after registration does not necessarily cause confusion, 5) PiP hints may
be ignore by users. To investigate if these findings also apply
in an ecologically valid in-the-wild setting and to explore additional combinations of user representation (D5) and input
space (D3), we decided to conduct a field study.
FIELD STUDY

We conducted a field study to evaluate the techniques and
analyze user behavior in an ecologically valid setting. We
deployed the system at three different locations (Figure 1):
Coworking Space (L1): We installed the system for two
weeks in the cafeteria of Betahaus Berlin, a well visited
coworking space. Visitors mainly include entrepreneurs, freelance software developers, as well as artists and designers.
Student’s Cafeteria (L2): The system was also installed for
four consecutive days in a large student’s cafeteria. The deployment location was mainly visited around noon by students or staff of the Technical University of Berlin and Berlin
University of the Arts, as well as locals living nearby.
Venue Opening (L3): On the occasion of the Summer Fair for
Factory Berlin, a large campus for start-ups and technologydriven companies in the city of Berlin, we deployed the system for one evening in a passage close to the entrance.
System: As an application for our selection techniques, we
implemented an interactive public survey tool, that allows
users to place a vote for one out of six different options to
a given topic. We adapted these topics to the particular location in order to increase the participation rate. For example at
the coworking space, we invited passers-by to ”Tell us your
passion!” (written in large letters in the upper area of the display, see Figure 1). The selectable options in the coworking

Figure 9. The three phases of interaction - 1) registration: a user represented by a Mirror Image, a registration-gesture hint is shown at the
bottom. 2) selection: user moves their hand over an item. 3) confirmation: user dwells over desired item; displayed Technique is Cursor-Front

space were 1) Dev & Code, 2) DIY, 3) Media, 4) Electronics,
5) Art & Design, and 6) Business. While for the registration
phase a Text+Icon hint was provided, no further instructions
for selection and confirmation were presented (Figure 9). The
order of the items was randomly altered on a daily basis for
all locations. As users choose one of the options, the system
takes a photo of the their face and adds it to a tile-based poll
visualization [27], that shows the distribution of users across
the different options (Figure 1).
Implementation: The system is using the Kinect camera to
capture passers-by. For visualization, the Processing1 library
is used. The software implementation is based on the prototypes of the first two experiments. It uses the OpenNI 2 framework and the skeletal tracking features of the NiTE middleware.
Techniques: We tested four techniques (Figure 10) in total.
Cursor-Front and Mirror-Around are the results of the iterative design study. The aim was to evaluate two dimensions of
the design space (User Representation and Input Space). As
User Representation (D5) we use Cursor and Mirror Image.
As Input Space (D3) we use In Front of User and Around
User. This dimension also affects the item layout (D4): if
the input space is In Front of User, items can be arranged in
a Two-dimensional layout, while for the other case the items
are arranged in a One-Dimensional layout. The condition was
changed randomly every ten selections.
Data Analysis: We recorded a screen capture, the raw depth
video from the sensor, as well as various user events in a
log file for the entire time of the deployment in all the locations. The most important automatically captured events in
the log file include when users 1) step in front of the display,
2) perform the registration gesture, 3) make a selection, and 4)
leave the display. During that time two researchers gathered
data from on-site observations and semi-structured interviews
with users. In particular we were interested in 1) if users are
able to select the item they want, 2) what they think how to
select items, and 3) how they knew how to select items. The
recorded videos and material were later reviewed. Each instance of a user performing a selection was annotated by a
researcher. Finally data for each selection include 1) which
1
2

http://processing.org/
http://www.openni.org/

CursorAround (C1)
CursorFront (C2)
MirrorAround (C3)
MirrorFront (C4)

D2

D3

D4

D5

Dwell
Swipe
Push
Point
Grip
Wave
Front
Around
1D
2D
Cursor
Avatar
Mirror

System

Point
Swipe

D1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3 3
3

3
3 3

3 3
3

3
3

3

Table 2. Techniques that were investigated in the field study mapped to
the design space

erage people selected 2.5 items before they finally confirmed
one. They spent about 5 to 7 seconds for that exploration process. We did not observe an effect of the condition on the
selection time, or on the amount of exploration.
No hint for selection required: One question in the interview was ”Did you successfully select the item you wanted?”
47 (of 49) participants reported that they did, which indicates
that throughout all techniques, most people were able to use
the system and select the items they want. In the data we
could not identify one significantly least, or most frequently
selected position in the selection. Randomly altering the order of the options did not affect the survey results. Both indicates that selections were not random. We also asked people
how they knew how to select an item. The majority of interviewed people (33 of 49) reported that they were able to
make the selection based on their ”intuition” or ”gut feeling”
and by just trying. Five participants reported that someone
else explained them how to use the system, four participants
reported to have experience with the Kinect and one stated he
has learned from observing other people how to interact with
the system. However, the majority (39 of 49) of people report
that did not observe other people before trying to interact with
the system.
Representation switch does not cause confusion: As in the
lab study, for the cursor conditions (Cursor-Front, CursorAround) the user representation was switched from Mirror to
Cursor after registration. We did not observe a difference in
selection time (required time from registration to confirmation) and conversion (percentage of people that actually select an item after registration) between the techniques. Both
indicates that this switch of the user representation does not
cause confusion also in a field scenario. This confirms findings from the laboratory study and shows that they also apply
in a field scenario.

Figure 10. The four fieldstudy conditions: 1) Cursor-Front, 2) CursorAround, 3) Mirror-Front, 4) Mirror-Around

item / option was selected, 2) which condition was active, 3)
which hand was used for registration / selection, 4) how long
it took for users to register / select / confirm, 5) which hand
postures / confirmation gestures they use.
We report on 405 unique observed selections, excluding 1)
repetitive selections of one user, 2) cases of wrongly recognized registration gestures, 3) researchers of the team and
other people that are familiar with the system, and 4) unintended user interaction from the data.
Results

People explore the system before selecting: The average time
from stepping in front of the screen until registering for selection was 13 seconds, using similar hints as in [29]. After registration, most users confirmed a selection within 10 seconds.
This time includes 1) understanding how to select items, 2)
exploration of the options and 3) temporal demand to execute
selection gestures, as well as 4) dwell time (2 seconds). In av-

People perform different confirmation gestures: We asked interviewees to recap the interaction and explain us what steps
they went through until they finally confirmed a selection.
While the last step (confirmation) was not explicitly mentioned by a majority of participants, most of the others (17)
reported to have ”rested” their hand over the corresponding
item. 12 of them explicitly refer to the dwell-time visualization (Figure 9, 10) and mentioned that they have dwelled
until ”the circle was fully charged”. However, as observed
in the pilot study, some people tend to perform other confirmation gestures than dwelling. Two participants reported to
have performed a Push, and one mentioned he performed a
Grip gesture to select the item. In the annotated videos we
observed that 90% of users Point+Dwell to select items, as
suggested by the visualization. 4% perform a Push gesture,
3.5% decide to Grip and another 1% Wave over the item.
People stick to one hand: From those users that could potentially use both of their hands (none occupied), 80% decide
to use the same hand for registration as for selection. Even if
they could use the left hand to better reach an item at the left
side of their body, they would still use the right hand, if they
already have registered with that one. Surprisingly, we did
not observe an effect of the position of the item on the used

hand. It appears that mainly the choice of the registration
hand determines what hand would be used for selection.
Reasons of errors: We observed 25% of all registrations to
be unintended: people inadvertently performed the registration gestures without even looking at the screen. In most of
these cases they were raising their hand while pointing to the
menu of the cafeteria in order to place an order next to our
screen. About 28% of all users were carrying objects (mugs,
bottles, phones, tablet computers, bags etc.) in one hand. This
constraint leads to false selections where people were pointing with one hand at an item, but unintentionally selected another item with the other hand (lifted as well). This scenario
was observed 11 times, while in five of these cases, one hand
of the user was occupied. We only observed this kind of false
selections when the In Front of User input space was active.
Unlike to Around User, people use this space as a resting position for their hands (e.g. arms crossed in front of body).
RECOMMENDATIONS

From the insights and findings we collected during our three
studies we provide the following recommendations for designers of interactive public displays, that want to allow users
to select options using mid-air gestures.
No hint for point+dwell required: In all of the three studies
we observed that people would point and dwell at items that
they want to select, if no further hint or instruction is provided. This confirms the finding of [8] and shows that this
also applies in the field. Given one of the four presented selection techniques, designers are free omit or delay hints as
”move your hand to the item” for the selection and confirmation phase.
Design for one-handed interaction: Many people in public
spaces carry objects in their hands. To allow people with one
hand occupied to interact with the display, we recommend
to only require one hand for a successful interaction. From
the the field study we learned that users tend to use one hand
only, so this behavior should be supported. However, we also
observed that some people do switch hands, so the application
should also not require to stick to one hand. The best solution
could be to use one hand only, that can be switched at any
time, i.e. all items are within reach of both hands.
Handle unintentional interactions: Especially in public
space, we can not expect that users who gesture in front of
the display are actually addressing it. Many people may unintentionally trigger actions (especially registration gestures)
on the screen. We are not aware of an appropriate registration
gesture that would avoid this problem. The application should
either be designed to cope with unintentional interactions, or
use techniques to detect if peoples are addressing the screen
with their gestures (e.g. face detection or gaze tracking).
Support exploration: Most users of interactive public displays are first-time users, who are not familiar with the interface and the options to choose from. In the field study we
observed that users in average explore 2.5 (out of 6) items before they select one. This behavior should be supported for
example by using higher dwell times in the beginning.

User representation may be switched: From the laboratory
study and the field study, we have learned that it is not necessary to stick to one user representation for the entire interaction. In our studies we did not observe that a switch from
Mirror Image to Cursor after registration would introduce
any confusion to users. If the mapping between hand position and screen coordinates is preserved during the switch, the
user representation may be changed after registration. This
way, designers could take advantage of both representations:
high fidelity and strong communication of interactivity of the
Mirror Image representation, as well as reduced screen space
consumption of the Cursor representation.
CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a design space for hand-gesturebased mid-air selection techniques on interactive public displays. From two laboratory studies, we derived four different
selection techniques supporting immediate usability. These
technique vary in dimensions of Input Space (D3) and User
Representation (D5). In a field study we showed that the four
techniques perform equally well in an in-the-wild scenario,
so designers may choose freely among them.
Our findings allow designers of interactive public displays to
create applications that go beyond playful interaction. Allowing users to easily make selections or change contents, allows
public display applications to evolve towards multi-purpose
applications. We believe that this will make the platform of
interactive public display more attractive to users, practitioners and advertisers.
Yet, the design space of hand gesture-based mid-air selection
techniques for interactive public displays is not yet fully explored experimentally. As the main scope of the field studies in this paper is on the dimensions of Input Space and
User Representation, further investigations on the other dimensions is yet to be done. Besides, future work is necessary
to show if the techniques also apply in a wider demographical
and cultural context, as the public installations of this work
were addressed to a defined audience.
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